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“Reminiscent of Ursula Le Guin’s paradigm-shattering The Left Hand of
Darkness, this piercingly moving story belongs in most fantasy
collections.”—Library Journal There are secrets beneath her skin. Sorykah Minuit
is a scholar, an engineer, and the sole woman aboard an ice-drilling submarine in
the frozen land of the Sigue. What no one knows is that she is also a Trader: one
who can switch genders suddenly, a rare corporeal deviance universally met with
fascination and superstition and all too often punished by harassment or death.
Sorykah’s infant twins, Leander and Ayeda, have inherited their mother’s Trader
genes. When a wealthy, reclusive madman known as the Collector abducts the
babies to use in his dreadful experiments, Sorykah and her male alter-ego,
Soryk, must cross icy wastes and a primeval forest to get them back.
Complicating the dangerous journey is the fact that Sorykah and Soryk do not
share memories: Each disorienting transformation is like awakening with a jolt
from a deep and dreamless sleep. The world through which the alternating lives
of Sorykah and Soryk travel is both familiar and surreal. Environmental
degradation and genetic mutation run amok; humans have been distorted into
animals and animal bodies cloak a wild humanity. But it is also a world of
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unexpected beauty and wonder, where kindness and love endure amid the ruins.
Alluring, intense, and gorgeously rendered, Ice Song is a remarkable debut by a
fiercely original new writer. Praise for Ice Song “A stunning debut fantasy about
love and the ties of blood.”—Armchair Interviews “Kasai’s debut is a boldly
adventurous tale depicting a richly detailed world. The aspect of Traders shifting
gender brings Ursula K. LeGuin’s The Left Hand of Darkness to mind, while the
activities on Chen’s island are more reminiscent of Laurell K. Hamilton’s
Meredith Gentry novels.”—Booklist “Ice Song is definitely a compelling read,
largely due to the fact that Sorykah is such a well-developed character. She has
an equally intense and complex sense of love and resentment for her children.
And the fact that she exists between the world of humans and the mutants is also
a source of conflict for her character . . . Ice Song is a near-perfect combination
of fantasy, great storytelling and social commentary.”—Philadelphia Gay News
Ida Leeson was no ordinary librarian. At a time when only men rose to such
positions in the Australian library world, she won an epic struggle to become
Mitchell Librarian - a position previously held only by men.
This book looks at the lives of nine widows; the Biblical history surrounding their
lives and at the culture in which they lived. Their stories are set in a chronological
study of the Old Testament. The power and authority of God is balanced with His
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ever present love and compassion. The widows are as follows: * Tamar - A study
of triumph. * Naomi - A study of hope. * Ruth - A study of love. * Abigail - A study
of courage. * Bathsheba - A study of forgiveness. * Zeruah - A study of
responsibility. * Widow of Zarephath - A study of faith. * Jezebel - A study of
influence. * Widow with the jar of oil - A study of provision. ABOUT THE
AUTHOR Sylvia Ellen Miatke De Jong, a semi-retired missionary with Africa
Inland Mission, is also an ordained chaplain and a former registered nurse. She
was a widow for thirty years and is the mother of three children, four step
children, nineteen grandchildren and seven great grandchildren. She is a
graduate of Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary where she earned her
Masters Degree in Urban Ministry/Pastoral Care. Mrs. De Jong and her husband
live near Wooster, Ohio.
The author writes: John 3:16 is often referred to as 'the gospel in a nutshell'. I
believe it is one of the most mistranslated verses in the Bible. Like most
Christians I totally misunderstood the verse. So I am warning you now that I may
spoil John 3:16 for you for the rest of your life. But I hope that this book will also
give you the true meaning of what is a wonderful message, and a very important
one, especially for Christians.
First published in 1977, this reissue contains original articles by contemporary
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leading scholars in the field of Latin American politics on a range of topics
including: working class organisation, populism and US labour imperialism. It will
be of interest to anthropologists, students of political science and specialists in
Latin American studies.
This is the most complete and compelling account of idols and celebrity in
Japanese media culture to date. Engaging with the study of media, gender and
celebrity, and sensitive to history and the contemporary scene, these
interdisciplinary essays cover male and female idols, production and
consumption, industrial structures and fan movements.
Rev. Kenneth E. Hagin explains what it means to be born again and how to
partake of the biblical benefits that God has provided for His children.
With growing levels of Euroscepticism across EU member states, grasping the roots of
opposition to European integration has become more important than ever. This book charts
public perceptions of the European Union in both the EU-15 and the new member states and
introduces an identity-based model to explain mass Euroscepticism.
Ice composition has until now been mostly used for reconstructing the environment of the past.
A great research effort is made today to model the climate system in which the ice cover at the
earth sur face plays a prominent role. To obtain a correct model of the ice sheets, due attention
must be paid to the physical processes operating at the interfaces, i. e. the boundary
conditions. The idea behind the title of this book is that the study of ice composition can shed
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some light on the various processes operating at the ice bedrock and ice-ocean interfaces and
more generally on glacier dy namics. The book is not intended as a treatise on some
specialized topic of glaciology. It is mainly the product of the experience of the two authors
gained over several years research on the subject. The two authors are both members of the
same university department and personal friends. The book was prepared in the following way.
After a first draft of the complete book had been written by the first author, it was put in the
hands of the second. The final version sent to the publishers is therefore the result of ex
tended discussion, while at the same time preserving the unity of style that would have been
lost had the two authors written selected chapters of the book individually. The book is
organized into two distinct parts.
From the most successful cricket coach of all time comes the secret to coaching success. If
Better is Possible shows how business managers and coaches at all levels can lead their
teams to greatness, and explores in detail what it takes to build and sustain championship
teams. Written as a series of accessible essays, If Better is Possible offers guidance on
making important and life-changing choices, creating a culture of success, gaining mental
toughness, using systems and processes to achieve a winning advantage, providing
leadership opportunities, and matching competitor's ideas. It presents valuable insights into the
strategic thinking behind leading an elite team. Woven throughout is the behind-the-scene
story of how the Australian Cricket Team, under John Buchanan's guidance, became
invincible. The team won a record sixteen consecutive Test matches across six series and four
countries. It won two World Cups and successfully retaing the Ashes. John Buchanan's If
Better is Possible reveals the strategies he used to take the Australian Cricket Team to the top
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of their game - and keep them there.
This is the one and only book by the pioneer of the identity theory of mind. The collection
focuses on Place's philosophy of mind and his contributions to neighboring issues in
metaphysics and epistemology. It includes an autobiographical essay as well as a recent paper
on the function and neural location of consciousness.
In todaya s fast-paced business environment, communicating effectively with multiple
audiences is more essentiala and more challenginga than ever. BCOM Asia Pacific edition is
specifically aimed at business students studying communication skills in a business degree.
The blended learning BCOM package of text and online resources combine a strong emphasis
on sound writing principles with practical coverage of real-world spoken, electronic, and written
communication situations and strategies that play a vital role in modern business. To help
students translate communication theory into applied best practices BCOM has an abundance
of model documents and local and global examples. A new approach to learning the principles
of business communication, BCOM is the Asiaa Pacific edition of a proven and innovative
blended learning solution. This being a concise and complete text alongside a suite of online
learning activities that will ensure student success in business communication.
The Specialized High School Admissions Test (SHSAT) is the required exam for admissions
into one of New York City's highly selective public high schools for academically gifted and
talented students. The Specialized High Schools that require the test for admissions are:
Stuyvesant High School Bronx High School of Science Brooklyn Latin School Brooklyn
Technical High School Staten Island Technical High School High School of American Studies
at Lehman College High School for Math, Science and Engineering at City College Queens
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High School for the Sciences at York College. Admission is based solely on results from the
test and whether a student's score is above the cut-off score for a particular school. Often
overlooked by students preparing for the SHSAT, the "Scrambled Paragraphs" section of the
test can be a strategic opportunity for students to earn critical test points. Students who take
advantage of this opportunity increase their chances of gaining admissions into one of these
highly selective schools. "Five Points Learning's Second Volume of How to Solve Scrambled
Paragraphs Study Guide" provides students with score raising strategies and an abundance of
practice problems to help students master this tricky section on the test. As the old saying
goes, ""Practice makes perfect."" So be sure to include "Five Points Learning's Second Volume
of How to Solve Scrambled Paragraphs" in your test preparation plans today, and get the edge
you need to beat the test.
This message from Chuck Pierce and Robert Heidler likens our spiritual defense to that of the
children of Israel while in battle. Within the ranks there were those who carried huge shields to
protect the bulk of the army. And just as we fight spiritual battles today, there is a mighty shield
we can carry to protect us. This shield of faith is one of the main ways we can resist our
enemy's attacks. We are fully capable of resisting the enemy's attacks, but we must first be
able to recognize how Satan fights. His main weapons are to create fear and doubt in us and
to tempt us to become complainers and murmurers. If we succumb, our faith is weakened. The
keys to increasing our faith are found in knowing the Word of God, which engenders praise,
thankfulness, trust and obedience.
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scientist brain a kid so attracted to slime, muck, dirt, and yuck that he could only
be called Icky Ricky. Uh-oh! Icky Ricky is in a mess and has a lot of explaining to
do. Why? Well, you see . . . A water demon took over the sink in the boys'
bathroom! Icky Ricky and his friends cleaned up the house—with a leaf blower.
His sweaty armpit is a perfect robber-proof bank. The dead raccoon he bought at
a garage sale is speeding downhill in a runaway go-cart. Can Icky Ricky stop it?
Icky Ricky is up to his eyeballs in trouble—and in ick!
Dr David Lewis tells of his latest expedition in which he sailed to Antarctica in the
winter to be intentionally icebound. Much more than a sailor's tale of a voyage of
exploration, it is a revelation of the human spirit under duress.
A compilation of essays, based on a series of weekly columns, reflects on life in a
small town in New England as it explores how America has changed over the
past decade.
This fantastic, daily classroom planner features 88 planning pages with blank
headings so you can fill in your schedule, rules for writing, spaces to list
absences, a reminder area, and more! The flexible format allows you to record all
the week's information for quick and easy access. You'll also find student
information pages, a year-at-a-glance page, birthday pages, seating charts, and
more! Perfect for back to school, The Perfect Plan Book helps you organize your
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new school year and features a spiral binding for durability and convenience.
Have you ever thought… My daughter will take care of the dog… I can keep house
like my mother-in-law… I’ll never do that again… Not only has author Marsha
Marks believed the lies many of us hear and tell on a daily basis–she’s willing to
talk about them! Tickling the funny bone to get to the heart, Marks shares the real
truths she’s discovered behind everyday lies. Here you’ll enjoy heavenly advice
woven into hilarious stories as Marks offers a good dose of reality in a way
you’ve never heard it before.
This book draws out connections between ideas of space in cultural and social
theory and developments in contemporary poetry. Studying the works of poets
from the UK and USA we explore relationships between the texts, ideas of
globalization and issues of nationality, identity, language and geography.
Beginning ConsonantsThe Perfect Plan BookInstructional Fair
The encouragement we crave—when we’re most in need Out of the deepest hurts of the
human condition, Randy Alcorn brings into clear focus our most pressing questions about evil
and suffering—including those that wrench our souls when we or someone we love is victimized
by evil or assaulted by disease. He faces these questions with seasoned sensitivity, skillful
insight, and a heart of compassion. He dodges none of the difficulties, and never lapses into
platitudes, hand-wringing, or oversimplification. On this troubling but inescapable topic, you’ll
find frank acknowledgment of the inherent limitations that set humanity apart from the God who
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has none. There’s also generous, real encouragement that brings God nearer in our
understanding when we need His comfort the most. And amid our heavy doubts and swirling
confusion on this topic, Randy Alcorn points us ultimately toward Jesus as “the only answer
bigger than the questions.”
Seventeen-year-old Sophie Quinn becomes an outcast in her small military town when she
chooses to keep a secret for her Marine boyfriend who is missing in action in Afghanistan.
Global warming seen from the other side: by the end of the last ice age, the earth had lost
most of its large animal species and most of its humans. In a novel approach the author argues
that the main cause of this catastrophic extinction was a drastic reduction in atmospheric
carbon dioxide, due to the long period of cold, and he backs up his theory with scientific
explanations given in clear language for the general reader. The author explores the causes of
Earth s cyclical temperature changes and shows how those temperature shifts touch off a
chain of events in the atmosphere, in the oceans and on land. Cold temperature was the
trigger; and the resultant reduction in carbon dioxide, he argues, was the bullet that killed off so
many species. The re-warming released more carbon dioxide into the atmosphere and fueled a
resurgence which we are still enjoying. In addition, the author describes the human responses
to increases in atmospheric carbon dioxide after the last ice age and in the last 150 years.
Near the end of the last ice age, atmospheric carbon dioxide was about half of what it is today.
Due to the lack of carbon dioxide, most of the vegetation disappeared from the middle and high
latitudes. Without plants to eat, many large animals became extinct; North America lost threefourths of its large animals including the woolly mammoth, mastodon, and saber tooth cat.
Humans, too, had little to eat in these areas and their population declined dramatically. The
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book then explains how and why atmospheric carbon dioxide increased by about 50% after the
last ice age ended, encouraging a population explosion among plants, animals and humans, all
of which then migrated into many previously barren areas. More recently, the 28% increase in
atmospheric carbon dioxide in the last 150 years has caused a six-fold increase in the human
population. Changes in the next 300 years will reverse some of the current trends. There have
been some books on the causes of extinction over the last forty years, but all looked at other
causes and none examined the role of low atmospheric carbon dioxide. This book has value
for anyone interested in the ice age extinction; glaciers; the glacial cycle; the atmosphere and
oceans; the past and future of plants, animals, and humans. It provides long-term information
on atmospheric carbon dioxide, global warming and cooling.
The Bible speaks of a glory world that is sometimes manifested supernaturally in the natural
world.
A child discovers the smell, sound, excitement and magic of reading books. Suggested level:
junior.
Condemned as a murderer for killing the man who dishonored his sister, Blaine "Mick"
McFadden has spent the last six years in Velant, a penal colony in the frigid northern
wastelands. Harsh military discipline and the oppressive magic keep a fragile peace as
colonists struggle against a hostile environment. But the supply ships from Dondareth have
stopped coming, boding ill for the kingdom that banished the colonists. Now, as the world's
magic runs wild, McFadden and the people of Velant must fight to survive and decide their fate
... From Gail Z. Martin, author of the beloved series THE CHRONICLES OF THE
NECROMANCER and THE FALLEN KINGS CYCLE, comes a new fantasy adventure for the
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ages. Welcome to the end of the world.Welcome to the beginning of THE ASCENDANT
KINGDOMS SAGA.
Originally published in 1958, Ice Palace is Pulitzer Prize winner Edna Ferber's classic and
mighty novel about the taming of a great northern wilderness—Alaska. Czar Kennedy came to
Alaska for money and power, Thor Storm for a dream. This is the story of their struggle, over a
long half-century, for the future of Alaska and the destiny of their beautiful, rebellious
granddaughter, Christine, a courageous woman who must make a choice that will shape the
destiny of a new generation. Above all, it is the glowing and eloquent tale of Alaska itself—the
last, great American frontier.

From majestic Celtic crosses to elaborate knotwork designs, visual symbols of Irish
identity at its most medieval abound in contemporary culture. Consdering both scholarly
and popular perspectives this book offers a commentary on the blending of pasts and
presents that finds permanent visualization in these contemporary signs.
- Adjudication Procedure (1997) - Adjudicator's Agreement - Schedule to the
Adjudicator's Agreement Sample Documents - Notice of Adjudication - Application for
the Selection/Appointment of an Adjudicator
Data is everywhere - it's just not very well connected, which makes it super hard to
relate dataset to dataset. Using graphs as the underlying glue, you can readily join data
together and create navigation paths across diverse sets of data. Add Elixir, with its
awesome power of concurrency, and you'll soon be mastering data networks. Learn
how different graph models can be accessed and used from within Elixir and how you
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can build a robust semantics overlay on top of graph data structures. We'll start from
the basics and examine the main graph paradigms. Get ready to embrace the world of
connected data! Graphs provide an intuitive and highly flexible means for organizing
and querying huge amounts of loosely coupled data items. These data networks, or
graphs in math speak, are typically stored and queried using graph databases. Elixir,
with its noted support for fault tolerance and concurrency, stands out as a language
eminently suited to processing sparsely connected and distributed datasets. Using Elixir
and graph-aware packages in the Elixir ecosystem, you'll easily be able to fit your data
to graphs and networks, and gain new information insights. Build a testbed app for
comparing native graph data with external graph databases. Develop a set of
applications under a single umbrella app to drill down into graph structures. Build graph
models in Elixir, and query graph databases of various stripes - using Cypher and
Gremlin with property graphs and SPARQL with RDF graphs. Transform data from one
graph modeling regime to another. Understand why property graphs are especially
good at graph traversal problems, while RDF graphs shine at integrating different
semantic models and can scale up to web proportions. Harness the outstanding power
of concurrent processing in Elixir to work with distributed graph datasets and manage
data at scale. What You Need: To follow along with the book, you should have Elixir
1.10+ installed. The book will guide you through setting up an umbrella application for a
graph testbed using a variety of graph databases for which Java SDK 8+ is generally
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required. Instructions for installing the graph databases are given in an appendix.
An alternative look at notable figures and events as seen through a unique Caledonian
perspective. The attributes associated with being Scottish are applied to well-known
quotes and events. Covering topics such as war, politics, cinema, religion and more,
the text will be accompanied by light-hearted and witty illustrations making this an ideal
book for the gift market both in Scotland and further afield.
When the newest member of the Tarzana Hookers is found shot to death after
contributing crocheted creations to an annual street fair, Molly begins an investigation.
The Icons came from the sky. They belong to an inhuman enemy. They ended our
civilization, and they can kill us. Most of us. Dol, Ro, Tima, and Lucas are the four Icon
Children, the only humans immune to the Icon's power to stop a human heart. Now that
Los Angeles has been saved, things are more complicated - and not just because Dol
has to choose between Lucas and Ro, the two great loves of her life. As she flees to a
resistance outpost hidden beneath a mountain, Dol makes contact with a fifth Icon
Child, if only through her visions. When Dol and the others escape to Southeast Asia in
search of this missing child, Dol's dreams, feelings and fears collide in an epic
showdown that will change more than just four lives -- and stop one heart forever. In
this riveting sequel to Icons, filled with nonstop action and compelling romance,
bestselling author Margaret Stohl explores what it means to be human and how our
greatest weakness can be humanity's strongest chance at survival.
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